
Communication 101 – sermon prep worksheet 

Scripture: Topic: Date: 

OUTLINE 

CORE: 
Find the main truth of the verse and put it into your 
own words in 15 words or less. 

HEART: 
Explain the message/lesson you would communicate in 
your sermon in 15 words or less 

PRACTICAL  APPLICATION: 
What do you want to teach your audience to apply in 
their lives? 

DEEPER: 
What question will you ask your audience to answer so 
they can reflect on their need to apply the sermon to 
their lives? 

What one WORD sums up your sermon’s points? 

MAIN POINT 1)  I. 

• 1ST Sub Point of Main Point    A.

• 2nd Sub Point of main Point    B.

TRANSITIONAL SENTENCE 

MAIN POINT 2)  II. 

• 1ST Sub Point of Main Point    A.

• 2nd Sub Point of main Point    B

TRANSITIONAL SENTENCE 

MAIN POINT 3)  III. 

• 1ST Sub Point of Main Point   A.

• 2nd Sub Point of main Point    B

TRANSITIONAL SENTENCE 

MAIN POINT 4)  IV. 

• 1ST Sub Point of Main Point   A.

• 2nd Sub Point of main Point    B


	Scripture: Proverbs 18:21(NIV), Isiah 41:10(NIV), Romans 8:28(NIV)
	Topic: Look Pass The Wrapper
	Date: 19 Mar,2022
	CORE Find the main truth of the verse and put it into your own words in 15 words or less: The tongue does indeed have the power of life and death, and it can also be used to build someone up. Versus using it to try and break someone down!
	HEART Explain the messagelesson you would communicate in your sermon in 15 words or less: The message that I would like to communicate is you can be anyone or anything. That God has predestined for you to be. No matter what the enemy tries to say to you or use people or even loved ones to try to say to you!
	PRACTICAL APPLICATION What do you want to teach your audience to apply in their lives: What I want to teach my audience to apply to their lives is.  It's not over until God says that it's over and it's not where you start that counts.  It's where you finish with God's help that matters! 
	DEEPER What question will you ask your audience to answer so they can reflect on their need to apply the sermon to their lives: I will ask my audfience to reflect on a time that they felt that the odds were stacked against them.and can they recall how God showed up and showed out on their behalf, or how he even dealt them a new hand?  
	What one WORD sums up your sermons points: Unlimited Potential
	MAIN POINT 1 I  1ST Sub Point of Main Point A  2nd Sub Point of main Point B: Sometimes in life we can be told by our family or firends.  What will not be able to accomplish in life. 
	TRANSITIONAL SENTENCE: God saw the best in me even though. Some members immediate family did not see the best in me during my childhood!
	MAIN POINT 2 II  1ST Sub Point of Main Point A  2nd Sub Point of main Point B: It's not over until God says it's over!
	TRANSITIONAL SENTENCE_2: God also used my first wife/friend Donna to speak life into me!
	MAIN POINT 3 III  1ST Sub Point of Main Point A  2nd Sub Point of main Point B: This sermon is for anyone who has ever been told what can't do, or will never be.
	TRANSITIONAL SENTENCE_3: 
	MAIN POINT 4 IV  1ST Sub Point of Main Point A  2nd Sub Point of main Point B: 
	Text1: This is based on their perception of us and also the enemy trying to keep a person from accoplishing their God given destiny!
	Text2: Our destiny is not dependant on peoples words or their actions.
	Text3: I have not always had a relationship with God. Even though I grew up going to church
	Text4: It's not what otherpeople say about you that matters.It's about what God says about you that matters!
	Text5: God had a plan in motion all along to use me to set the world on fire.
	Text6: God see's pass our wrapper or what's on the outside. God see's our hearts!
	Text7: 
	Text8: 


